We study how the Basel III regulations, namely the Capital-to-Assets Ratio (CAR), the Net Stable Funding Ratio (NSFR) and the Liquidity Coverage Ratio (LCR), are likely to impact banks' profitability (i.e., ROA), capital levels and default. We estimate historical series of the new Basel III regulations for a panel of Luxembourgish banks for a period covering 2003q2-2011q3. We econometrically investigate whether historical LCR and NSFR components, as well as CAR positions are able to explain the variation in a measure of a bank's default risk (approximated by Z-score) and how these effects make their way through banks' ROA and CAR. We find that the liquidity regulations induce a decrease in average probabilities of default. We find that the liquidity regulation focusing on maturity mismatches (i.e., NSFR) induces a decrease in average probabilities of default. Conversely, the impact on banks' profitability is less clear-cut; what seems to matter is banks' funding structure rather than the characteristics of the portfolio of assets. Additionally, we use a model of bank behavior to simulate the banks' optimal adjustments of their balance sheets as if they had to adhere to the regulations starting in 2003q2. Then, we predict, using our preferred econometric model and based on the simulated data, the banks' Z-score and ROA. The simulation exercise suggests that basically all banks would have seen a decrease in their default risk during a crisis episode if they had previously adhered to Basel III.
Introduction
In response to the global financial crisis of [2007] [2008] [2009] , the Basel Committee on Banking Supervision 1 (BCBS) decided to strengthen bank soundness by introducing new regulations, collectively called Basel III (BCBS 2014; BCBS 2013; BCBS 2010a; BCBS 2010b; Angelini et al. 2011) . Our contribution in this article is to analyze whether or not these new regulations are likely to lead to a banking sector that will be in a better position to absorb shocks and thereby be more resilient in 1 The BCBS is an international committee constituted by central bank representatives from all around the world and other banking supervisory authorities. It has no legally-binding authority, but provides an international forum of discussion for guidelines and rules for banking supervision that local authorities may implement. future crises. We focus on the three standards that are currently under evaluation, namely the leverage ratio (defined as the Capital-to-Asset Ratio, CAR), the Liquidity Coverage Ratio (LCR) and the Net Stable Funding Ratio (NSFR). These regulations target different sources of risk and are likely to have sizeable impacts on banks' balance sheets and profits. The CAR measures how far banks are able to absorb losses. The CAR constrains banks in their ability to leverage up their balance sheets and may be viewed as countercyclical in nature (BCBS 2010b) , especially due to the procyclicality of leverage (see Shin 2010, Giordana and . The LCR is essentially a measure of a bank's exposure to short-run liquidity risk (BCBS 2013, p. 1) , while the NSFR is a measure of maturity mismatch aimed at promoting more medium and long-term funding (BCBS 2010a, p. 25) .
Our main objective is to analyze whether and how the Basel III regulations will impact banks' default risk. With this aim, we rely on a measure of distance-to-default commonly known as the Z-score index (see DeNicolo 2001 , DeNicolo et al. 2004 , which assesses to what extent banks' equity can cover losses. In order to provide a more precise picture, we also study how these regulations impact the components of the Z-score. 2 We proceed in three steps.
Our first step is to calculate the LCR and the NSFR based on bank level data for a sample that covers the 50 largest banks in Luxembourg for the period 2003q2-2011q3. Due to the level of detail required to construct the LCR and NSFR, banks' statistical reporting to the central bank is used for this purpose. 3 The sample time span stops before the implementation of the Basel III regulations; therefore, the standards have not been targeted by banks. This allows for a better identification as we can consider the historical positions of estimated LCR, NSFR and capital-to-assets ratio as bank balance-sheet characteristics (or business model) unaffected by policy.
As a second step, we empirically investigate the impact of the LCR, the NSFR and the capital-to-asset ratio on banks' profitability (measured by the Return-Over-Assets ratio, ROA), leverage ratio and Z-score. The econometric specification we propose allows identifying how the impacts of the new regulations on default risk are likely to be channeled through banks' profits and leverage decisions. Through this, we intend to obtain a precise picture of the potential effects of the Basel III regulations and of how the Z-score will potentially evolve once banks adhere to the new standards.
In the final step, we aim at measuring the effect of compliance with Basel III on banks' default risk. One problem is that banks would need to optimally trade off several regulations, and thereby, the final impact on default probabilities depends on how banks achieve the balance sheet adjustments needed for compliance. To account for these trade-offs and substitution effects among the different balance sheet components, we simulate a model of bank behavior where banks maximize their profits subject to their balance sheet constraint, as well as to the new Basel III regulations. Thus, for each bank and each period, we obtain simulated balance sheet data (e.g., simulated CAR, high-quality-liquid assets) from 2003q2 onwards. We then use our regression results to predict the Z-score and ROA based on our simulated data. Finally, we compare the observed and the simulated Z-score and ROA, which provides us with an understanding of whether or not we should expect lower probabilities of default and a less profitable banking sector due to Basel III.
The kind of exercise we implement suffers from the caveats related to potential instability of the statistical relationships identified using historical data. In particular, Goodhart's law asserts "that any observed statistical regularity will tend to collapse once pressure is placed upon it for control purposes". 4 However, the level of granularity of the banks' balance sheet data we use tends to restrain the validity of the critique for our case. This dataset is confidential and cannot be distributed. Other available datasets provide a level of granularity far below the one required for a consistent estimate of both ratios.
Our main results are as follows. In our econometric analysis, we find that the new regulations induce a statistically-significant decrease in banks' probabilities of default. The disaggregated analysis on the components of the measure of distance-to-default allowed us to identify channels through which Basel III would mainly impact. We show that the impact on default risk would essentially be driven by the regulatory limits to the leverage ratio (i.e., inverse of CAR) and the components of the NSFR. Indeed, our findings point out that a higher NSFR relates to a higher level of bank capitalization for those banks that have a sufficient amount of stable funding, and it also relates to a higher return-on-assets. Finally, the econometric results indicate that the effect of the LCR on banks' profitability goes through the level of net outflows (i.e., the denominator of LCR) and that a higher capital-to-asset ratio is associated with a lower return on assets. This suggests that better capitalized banks tend to have a more cautious investment profile and a lower return on equity given the level of total assets. As expected, we also find a positive relationship between CAR and ROA, suggesting that banks tend to increase their capital through retained earnings.
Based on the simulation outcome and on our preferred econometric models, we predict that, at the median, banks would have seen their probabilities of default decrease during a crisis episode if they had previously adhered to the regulations. This result is due to improvements in both banks' profitability and capitalization. Thus, we conclude that the Basel III regulation will diminish bank default risk and thereby improve the resilience of the financial sector. As the new Basel III ratios will also be applied globally and given the soundness of the empirical strategy implemented, we would expect the results presented here to equally apply to other banking sectors.
While Basel III regulations have an explicit macro-prudential perspective, our approach is micro-oriented, as we focus on the impact on individual institutions. Nevertheless, our results have also implications on the mitigation of systemic risk beyond the time-related transmission channels targeted by the ratios analyzed in this study. As regards the structural dimension of systemic risk, the financial soundness of systemically-important banks plays a fundamental role. While there are alternative measures that can be used to identify systemically-important banks, 5 it is also well-known that the size of bank's balance sheet correlates strongly with these (Drehmann and Tarashev 2011; Moore and Zhou 2013) . 6 Our results imply that the Basel III ratios would mitigate systemic risk during a crisis episode. However, it should be clear that this result is not necessarily valid externally, and thus, it should be viewed as a first conclusion that warrants further analysis in other banking sectors.
There exist now several articles that study the impact of the Basel III regulations (see BCBS 2010, Slovik and Cournède 2011, Giordana and Schumacher 2013) . Most large-scale studies have been undertaken by the BCBS itself. However, the main focus is on the shortfalls associated with the regulations, as well as on some potential impacts through dynamic general equilibrium models. We view our econometric approach as complementary to their analysis and our estimation of the predicted Z-score and banks' profitability and capitalization, under compliance with Basel III (based on the simulated data), as the actual novelty. Our article is also related to the large literature on capital regulation and risk-taking (e.g., Lam and Chen 1985 , Gennotte and Pyle 1991 , Besanko and Kanatas 1996 , Wagner 2007 . These articles study, theoretically or empirically, the relationship between capital regulation, banks' liquidity and their risk-taking. We contribute to this literature by our empirical assessment of the latest Basel III regulation. In addition, we complement existing results on the positive impact of bank soundness and information provision (e.g., Demirgüç-Kunt et al. 2008 , Barth et al. 2004 , Podpiera 2006 . Finally, we contribute to the large literature on banks' profitability (see Berger 1995, 5 One can find measures based on theoretical models or, alternatively, indicator-based ones that result from aggregating bank-level variables related to the systemic relevance of banks. Some model-based measures are aimed at quantifying the contribution of individual institutions to systemic risk (e.g. Tarashev et al. 2009; Tarashev et al. 2010 , Acharya et al. 2010 , Adrian and Brunnermeier 2016 , Brownlees and Engle 2016 . Others focus on interconnectedness externalities (e.g., Segoviano and Goodhart 2009 , Zhou 2010 , Jin and Nadal De Simone 2014 . 6 Giordana 2016 shows that indicator-based measures of systemic importance that account for the balance sheet size of banks would increase the welfare gains of capital surcharges. , Athanasoglou et al. 2008 , Berger and Bouwman 2010 by providing additional empirical evidence based on a comprehensive assessment of liquidity risk and on robust econometric estimations.
The article is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses the chosen measure of distance-to-default and, based on the empirical literature on banks' profitability, the endogenous relationship between banks' leverage and profits. Additionally, the Basel III standards are described. Section 3 presents the econometric specification and Section 4 the data used in the study. In Section 5, the results of the econometric study and of the simulation exercise are presented and analyzed. Finally, Section 6 concludes.
Basel III Regulations and the Probability of Default

Probability of Default, Leverage and Profitability of Banks
The economic and finance literature provides several measures of probability of default linked to credit risk (see, e.g., Merton 1974 , Duffie and Singleton 2003 , Campbell et al. 2008 , Basurto and Espinoza 2011 , Chan-Lau and Sy 2007 , and for applications to Luxembourg, see Jin and Nadal de Simone October 2011) . In this study, we resort to the Z-score index as the measure of bank distance-to-default 7 , which has increasingly been used in the academic literature (see, e.g., DeNicolo 2001 , DeNicolo et al. 2004 , Berger et al. 2009 , Wolff and Papanikolaou 2015 , Maechler et al. 2007 ). The Z-score is a measure of distance-to-default that can be derived from balance sheet and profit and loss data without relying on market valuations. 8 It is calculated as:
where E it is bank i's Tier 1 capital at time t, A it are its total assets, then E it /A it is the Capital-Assets Ratio (CAR), ROA it is the return on assets calculated as after tax profits divided by total assets and sd(ROA it ) is the standard deviation of ROA it . It is a measure of insolvency risk insofar as the square of its inverse is the probability that losses exceed equity for normally-distributed returns. The appeal of this indicator as a proxy for banks' distance-to-default relies on the few assumptions that underlie this measure and on its transparency and conclusive link to banks' fundamentals. However, some issues arise when coming to understand the impact of changes in its components. Looking at Equation (1), one would be inclined to conclude that banks with higher leverage (i.e., CAR −1 ) would be penalized by this index, since these banks have a smaller share of equity that could compensate for their losses. Similarly, one may expect that higher ROA it leads to lower default risk and that the standard deviation on the return on assets, sd(ROA it ), reduces the Z-score since it increases the probability that equity falls short of losses. However, opposite conclusions might be reached once the simultaneity of CAR and ROA is taken into account. In other words, the level of leverage affects the ROA and vice versa, modifying the relationship between the Z-score and its components. For example, if a bank improves its ROA by increasing its leverage, it is entirely possible that the increase in ROA brings this bank closer to default.
One would expect that a higher level of capital reduces the return on assets as it might signal that the bank is implementing a cautious investment strategy. Thus, other things equal, it reduces the risk on equity. However, a number of studies have found a positive relationship between capital and profits , Athanasoglou et al. 2008 , Berger and Bouwman 2010 , while others found a negative one ). This suggests a bi-directional causal relationship 7 Other related proxies are Moody's financial strength ratings (e.g., Demirgüç-Kunt et al. 2008) ; Merton-KMV model (e.g., Merton 1974, Anderson and Sundaresan 2000) ; default-mode models (e.g., Dietsch and Petey 2002) ; value-at-risk models (e.g., Duffie and Pan 1997) . For a survey, see Crouhy et al. 2000 ; for a discussion, see Jackson and Perraudin 2000; for a comparison, see Gordy 2000. 8 There are no institutions in Luxembourg's banking sector with stock market quotation. between capital (or leverage) and profitability. Indeed, using a Granger-causality test, Berger 1995 finds a positive association between CAR and Return-On-Equity (ROE) in both senses of the causal relationship. The arguments backing the negative relationship are consistent with the standard one period model of perfect capital markets with symmetric information between a bank and its investors. Though, as Berger 1995 suggests, relaxing the assumptions of this model may yield the opposite results. For example, an asset expansion that is fueled by attracting additional deposits (i.e., reduction in CAR) would reduce a bank's profits if the deposit supply curve faced by the bank is upward slopping.
The empirical evidence on banks' profitability suggests that a bank's leverage and profits might be related or simultaneously determined. As a consequence, the endogeneity issue should be reflected in the choice of the econometric methodology in order to deal with the potential bias of the estimations. In particular, Instrumental Variable (IV) estimators should be employed. The empirical studies within this literature examine bank-specific, industry and macroeconomic determinants of profitability defined as ROA or Return-On-Equity (ROE). Among the macroeconomic factors considered are the inflation rate and the long-term interest rate Thornton 1992, Bourke 1989) , as well as GDP growth (Demirgüç-Kunt and Huizinga 1999), the unemployment rate and interest rate differentials (Bikker and Hu 2002) . The industry-level determinants studied relate to measures of market concentration and industry size , Smirlock 1985 . Finally, among the subset of bank-specific determinants employed, one can find variables such as capital, size, efficiency, credit and liquidity risk indicators (Athanasoglou et al. 2008 , Demirgüç-Kunt and Huizinga 1999 , Berger and Bouwman 2010 . Besides the assessment of the potential impact of the new regulations on profitability, we contribute to this literature by considering more sophisticated indicators of liquidity risk. Indeed, liquidity risk measures the ability of generating enough inflows to meet the net cumulative cash outflow within a certain time period. We propose to take into account all of the dimensions of liquidity risk, namely the encumbrance and marketability of assets, the cash-flows and the maturity structure of a bank's balance sheet. Thus, we include as regressors the components of the Basel III liquidity regulations, which we describe in the next section.
The Basel III Regulations
On the background of the global financial crisis of 2007-2009, the BCBS introduced several new regulations and supervisory tools for banks in order to improve their resilience to shocks. The new regulatory framework enhances the risk coverage and the consistency of the capital base, reduces the procyclicality, banks' liquidity risk and their maturity mismatches (BCBS 2013; BCBS 2010a; BCBS 2010b) . Among the set of regulations, we focus on three new standards, namely the Capital-to-Assets Ratio (CAR), the Liquidity Coverage Ratio (LCR) and the Net Stable Funding Ratio (NSFR).
The CAR is defined as Tier 1 capital divided by total assets. The current Basel III proposal demands banks to hold a CAR of 3% (see p. 64 in BCBS 2010b and p. 1 in BCBS 2014). It ensures that banks are able to cover a sufficient percentage of total assets with their own funds and constrains procyclicality by limiting the build up of leverage. In addition, given that it is a non-risk-based capital requirement, it will also contribute to the dampening of the procyclical behavior of banks by de-linking the level of total regulatory capital required from the evolution of risk perceptions.
The LCR is introduced to improve banks' ability to cope with short-run liquidity needs and market liquidity risk. 9 It is calculated as the ratio of the stock of High Quality Liquid Assets (HQLA) over the net cash outflows that are expected to arise during one month under an acute stress scenario. Once implemented, banks will be required to adjust their balance sheets such that this ratio is at least equal to one, meaning that the stock of HQLA covers the expected net outflows for one month. High quality 9 "Market liquidity is low when it is difficult to raise money by selling the asset at reasonable prices. In other words, market liquidity is low when selling the asset depresses the sale price. When market liquidity is low, it is very costly to shrink a firm's balance sheet" (Brunnermeier et al. 2009, p. 14) .
liquid assets comprise those unencumbered assets that may be easily converted into cash without significant haircuts, for example highly rated government securities. Outflows comprise deposits and other funding sources that a bank might lose during a period of stress. These liabilities receive different haircuts depending on how stable they are expected to be during financial distress. Net Outflows (NO) then are calculated as outflows minus inflows, where only those inflows are included that are expected to be fully performing. Furthermore, inflows are restricted to 75% of outflows in order to assure that banks hold a certain minimum of liquid assets.
The Net Stable Funding Ratio (NSFR) is a measure of maturity mismatch risk aimed at promoting more medium-term and long-term funding of the assets of a bank. Thus, the NSFR tends to reduce the exposure to funding liquidity risk. 10 It demands the amount of Available Stable Funding (ASF) to be greater than or equal to the amount of Required Stable Funding (RSF). The ASF consists of capital, liabilities with maturity greater than a year or those that are expected to be stable during a stress period. The RSF places more weight on those assets that are less liquid during stress periods and therefore require a more stable source of funding. Banks that fall short of the NSFR requirement will need to either increase their capital, or those liabilities that are not likely to be withdrawn during stressed periods, or to reduce their investments in less liquid assets.
Econometric Specification
In this subsection, we describe the econometric model specification and explain the choice of the estimators. We start with the model specification for the main components of the Z-score, namely the capital-to-assets and return-on-assets ratios. Then, we describe the econometric specification for the Z-score. We normalize ROA and CAR by the standard deviation of ROA (i.e., σ ROA ) because this allows us to derive straightforwardly the Z-score model (Equation (4)) by substituting Equations (2) and (3) in Definition 1. The interpretation of the econometric results should be done taking into account this transformation.
In terms of bank behavior, we are assuming that banks choose their level of leverage in order to improve future profitability. This means that leverage affects future profits. In addition, higher profits today would allow increasing the equity share through retained earnings. Thus, leverage is contemporaneously related to the return-on-assets. Therefore, we consider CAR as a predetermined regressor in the ROA model 11 and the ROA series as endogenous in the CAR model. 12 The return-on-assets is a commonly-used indicator of banks' profitability, which measures the ability of the bank's management to generate profits given the asset size. However, this variable might be a biased measure of profitability if the off-balance sheet activities represent an important share of a bank's return. Hence, we include the ratio between the off-balance sheet commitments and total assets as a control variable. We specify a dynamic model for ROA by including one lag of the dependent variable as a regressor. This allows us to evaluate the degree of profit persistence. Similar to previous empirical studies, we consider, as determinants of banks' profitability, several bank-specific variables, as well as macroeconomic indicators. Hence, we include a comprehensive set of bank-specific characteristics, such as the capital-to-assets ratio (i.e., the inverse of leverage), the balance sheet size (measured by total assets) and indicators of liquidity risk and efficiency. Most importantly, we introduce our calculations of the new liquidity regulations (i.e., the components of the LCR and NSFR) as liquidity risk proxies. Furthermore, we look at the efficiency of banks by means of the ratio of gross income over administrative and labor expenses. Finally, we account for the impact of macroeconomic and funding conditions on bank profits by considering the GDP growth rate, the GDP gap and the change in the short-term interest rate (i.e., Euribor three months) as regressors, though only the later variable is retained in the final specification. 13 The capital-to-assets ratio, the second component of the Z-score that we study, is an indicator of the bank risk profile. As is the case for the ROA model, we include one lag of the dependent variable as a regressor, and we consider bank-specific and macroeconomic indicators as determinants of CAR. As previously discussed, we include the contemporaneous level of ROA. As indicators of liquidity risk, we also consider the components of the Basel III liquidity ratios (over total assets), namely the ratio of high-quality liquid assets, the net-outflows ratio, as well as the amounts of available and required stable funding. Finally, we include the change in the short-term interest rate, as well as crises and seasonal dummies.
The ROA and CAR specifications are given in Equations (2) and (3).
where, as defined in Section 2.2, the HQLAR, NOR, ASFR and RSFR are, respectively, the stock of high-quality liquid assets to total assets ratio, the amount of net-outflows total assets ratio and the level of available and required stable funding over total assets; OBSR is the off-balance sheet commitments to total assets ratio; EFF is an indicator of a bank's efficiency; ∆IR t is the change in the short-term interest rate; C lt and C st are binary variables indicating, respectively, the 2007-2009 liquidity crisis and the European sovereign debt crisis; d q are seasonal dummies (i.e., one per quarter); and j,it = µ j,i + ν j,it , j = 1, 2, zs represents the error term, which encompasses individual fixed effects (i.e., µ j,i ). The abbreviations section below provides a precise definition of each variable.
Given Definition 1, the coefficients β j in Equation (4) are non-linear combinations of the coefficients α's in Equations (2) and (3). 14 The estimation of the α and β parameters can be either done by running estimations for each equation separately or for the system of equations formed by the triplet. In order to deal with the bias introduced through the dynamic specification 15 in Equations (2)- (4), 16 , and through the assumed pre-determined relationship between ROA and CAR, we adopt an equation-by-equation estimation strategy and resort to a type of Generalized Method of Moments (GMM) instrument variables estimator known as system-GMM (Arellano and Bond 1991 , Arellano and Bover 1995 , Blundell and Bond 1998 . In addition to the traditional specification tests (i.e., non-autocorrelation of the errors, exogeneity of the matrix of instruments), we verify that the coefficient of the lagged dependent variable estimated by the system-GMM estimator falls in the interval given by the coefficient estimated by the ordinary least squares and within estimators. Moreover, in order to keep the instrument exogeneity tests reliable, we systematically check that the number of instruments does not exceed the number of groups. Finally, aiming at dealing with potential heteroscedasticity and inter-group multicollinearity and to perform sound inferences, we recur to two-step robust standard errors with Windmeijer's (Windmeijer 2005 ) finite sample correction. However, a system-wide estimation strategy might increase the efficiency of estimates as it adds information from the potential relationship between equations of the system, though it does not deal with the dynamic panel bias and the potential simultaneity bias. In fact, given that the β coefficients are non-linear combinations of coefficients α (Equations (2) and (3)), the efficiency improvement might be sizeable. Moreover, considering that we have a panel dataset with 35 periods, the dynamic-panel bias may be low (Judson and Owen 1999) . In such a case, a seemingly unrelated regression estimator on the transformed equations (i.e., first difference or Helmert orthogonal transformation) would produce unbiased estimates. Thus, as a robustness check-up and in order to take into account the information conveyed by the non-linear constraints on the β coefficients in the system of equations, we resort to a two-step feasible generalized non-linear least squares estimator 17 .
Data Description
In this section, we describe the data that we use. The analysis in this article is based on bank level data from a sample of banks in Luxembourg representing between 67 and 78 percent of the banking sector total assets (depending on the period). In regular intervals, banks have to report their precise balance sheet positions to the Banque centrale du Luxembourg, as well as detailed positions on security holdings and transactions. This precise information allows us to produce an accurate estimation of the LCR and NSFR for each individual bank. Since the Basel III regulations explicitly ask for an assessment of both the LCR and the NSFR based on consolidated data, we exclude less significant branches from our analysis. Larger branches that themselves could be a source of financial instability are, nevertheless, kept in the sample. If banks report consolidated data, then we take their consolidated reports in order to calculate the LCR and the NSFR. For all other banks, we rely on unconsolidated data. Finally, we constrain the sample of banks to only those that are still active in 2011q3 (i.e., in the last period of our sample). Table 1 shows summary statistics of the variables used in the present study, and Figure 1a -d plots the evolution of, respectively, Z-score, ROA and CAR, LCR and NSFR (and their components). Figure  1a depicts the evolution of the the median values of the natural logarithm of Z-score for our sample of banks in Luxembourg for 2003q2-2011q3. We see that this variable has been increasing after the period marked by the "dotcom" crisis. Then, it decreases during 2005 reflecting potential effects of the 14 The fifth column of Table 5 provides definitions for the coefficients β's in Equation (4). 15 The dynamic-panel bias is introduced through correlation between the lagged dependent variable and the fixed effects (Nickell 1981) . 16 The Z-score specification encompasses a proper AR(1) process if it is assumed that β 1 = β 2 17 We use the "nlsur" command in Stata 11. implementation of Basel II. After a period of relative stability (2006) (2007) , the Z-score starts decreasing during the global financial crisis. Indeed, we observe a significant drop in the median Z-score in 2007q4, which can be associated with an increase in the probabilities of default, during the global financial crisis. Since the third quarter in 2009, we see improvements in the Z-score, which reaches pre-crisis levels by mid-2011. In the second half of 2011, the Z-score starts deteriorating potentially as a consequence of the European sovereign debt crisis. Figure 1b depicts the median values of the normalized CAR and ROA (such that the Z-score can be obtained by summing up them). Basically, the median of the normalized CAR is the main driver of the Z-score and thus shows a similar evolution. In particular, Figure 1b shows that the continuous improvement of the Z-score from 2009q2 onwards is mainly explained by the development of the capital-to-assets ratio. Finally, it is worth noting that at the median, banks in Luxembourg comply with the new leverage requirement (i.e., minimum of 3% on CAR) whose implementation is expected by the end of 2013. The median of the normalized ROA shows a cyclical pattern. It has been increasing until 2006q3 and then decreasing until mid-2009. A recovery phase has started in 2010 and continued in 2011, though it seems to be starting to decrease again in 2011q3. The later evolution of ROA fits the one of the Z-score just described. The calculation of the LCR and NSFR requires detailed information on the banks' balance sheet components. Most of these are available in the quarterly reporting of banks to the Banque centrale du Luxembourg (BCL) on the individual balance sheet components and profit and loss accounts, with levels of detail that are broken down according to country, currency, sector of counter party and maturity. In addition, the BCL's security-by-security reporting allows one to derive a virtual one-to-one mapping of the items required for high quality liquid assets. We merge the security-by-security data with the historical list of ECB eligible assets, and in order to calculate their risk-weights according to the Basel II Standardized Approach, we obtain the securities' ratings from Bloomberg. Some of the categories required by the LCR demand information in excess of that available in the banks' reports (e.g., some definitions of the operational relationship). In these few cases, we impose assumptions relying on bank-specific background information.
The evolution of the median LCR and its components (i.e., high quality liquid assets and net outflows) for Luxembourg is depicted in Figure 1c Looking at Figure 1d , we observe that the NSFR has been decreasing since 2003q2 and has stabilized during 2007-2008. Then, after a further reduction, it has started to increase during the second half of 2010. In particular, banks have drastically reduced their medium and long-term lending, which implies strong reductions in the amount of RSF since 2008q3. Similarly, the amount of ASF has been draw down due to losses during the crisis, and during 2009, it started to improve, driving the recovery of the NSFR.
Results
We now present our results from the econometric analysis based on the data described above. We start off by analyzing the results from the equation-by-equation estimation of the profitability, capitalization and Z-score models. After that, as a robustness exercise, we compare our results with those obtained by estimating simultaneously the parameters of the system of equations defined by Equations (2)-(4). Table 2 provides the results of the estimation of the ROA model (Equation (2)) using three alternative estimators, Ordinary Least Squares (OLS), Fixed Effects (FE) and the Generalized Method of Moments (GMM). Standard errors in parentheses. * p < 0.1; ** p < 0.05; *** p < 0.01.
Profitability
We focus on the results from the GMM estimator (Regression (3)). The coefficient estimated on the lagged dependent variable falls between the interval given by the OLS and FE estimator indicating that the dynamic-panel bias is properly taken into account. It is high (0.901) and statistically significant, suggesting considerable persistence of profits in the Luxembourg banking sector.
The CAR coefficient in Regression (3) is negative and statistically significant 19 . This relationship is likely signaling that a higher capital-to-asset ratio is associated with a more cautious investment profile. However, the coefficient is rather small; an increase in CAR of one percentage point reduces normalized ROA by 0.0039.
Regression (3) shows a limited impact of Basel III liquidity regulations on ROA. While the coefficient of the LCR numerator, i.e., the HQLA ratio, is statistically insignificant, the coefficient of the NO ratio (denominator of LCR) is positive and significant. A one percent increase in the net outflows ratio increases the profitability of a bank by 0.163. Similarly, the coefficient of the denominator of the NSFR, i.e., the RSF ratio, is statistically insignificant, while the numerator (i.e., the ASF ratio) has a positive and significant coefficient. A one percent increase in the available stable funding ratio increases the profitability of a bank by 0.201. These results indicate that what seems to matter for the relationship between profitability and liquidity risk is the banks' funding structure rather than the characteristics of the portfolio of assets. Both stable and less stable sources of funds constitute a larger funding base, which would allow banks to better tune their investment strategy. Some empirical studies introduce the liquid-assets ratio in the econometric model in order to account for liquidity risk. Molyneux and Thornton 1992 find a negative and significant relationship between the level of liquidity and profitability. Similarly, find a predominantly negative relationship when studying various European countries. In contrast, our approach allows us to disentangle the impact of liquidity risk on profitability and shows that funding liquidity risk would be a more relevant concern for banks in Luxembourg than market liquidity risk.
As was found in previous studies on European banks, the share of off-balance sheet activities does not have a significant impact. However, the size of banks' assets and the efficiency indicator both have a positive effect on profitability 20 . The estimated coefficient of the change in the interest rate equals 0.137 and is statistically significant. A positive coefficient can be related to Luxembourg's banks' activity as liquidity providers to other financial institutions (essentially intra-group activities) if their lending rates increase faster than their funding costs. Finally, the crises dummies are significant and have negative signs.
Leverage
Now, we turn to the analysis of the estimation results of the CAR model. Table 3 presents the estimated coefficients of Equation (3) using OLS (Regression (4)), FE (Regression (5)) and GMM (Regression *6)) estimators. We focus our analysis on Regression (6).
The ROA coefficient is positive and statistically significant; a one-point increase in normalized ROA enhances CAR by 6.161 ROA standard deviations. Then, banks with higher profits are also better capitalized. Prodigally speaking, this also fits the fact that a good performance allows banks to improve their capitalization through retained earnings.
Regarding the relationship with the Basel III liquidity regulations, we can deduce from the estimated coefficients of the components of the ratios that the impacts on CAR are restrained. In particular, the ASF ratio (numerator of NSFR) coefficient is the unique statistically-significant component; a one percent increase in the ASF ratio raises normalized CAR by 8.3 points. We expected these results since their own funds are considered as one source of stable funding in the Basel III framework.
Regression (6) shows that asset size has no statistically-significant relationship with CAR. We introduce this variable to control for potential scale effects and expected it to have a negative sign. However, the lack of statistical significance is likely to result from the fact that the banks in our sample are of similar size. Changes in the short-term interest rates do not significantly affect CAR. Finally, the liquidity crisis dummy has a statistically-significant coefficient and shows up with the expected negative sign. Indeed, during the recent liquidity crisis, the CAR decreased mainly due to losses. During the ongoing European sovereign debt crisis, banks have been engaged, on average, in a process of increasing their level of capitalization; the sovereign debt crisis dummy reflects on this and shows a positive and statistically-significant coefficient. 20 There is no clear prediction on the sign of the size-profit relationship. While size certainly accounts for economies or dis-economies of scale, it can be correlated with various financial, legal and political factors that may affect profitability. The empirical evidence is not clear either. For instance, Smirlock 1985 finds a positive and significant relationship while Berger et al. 1987 , among others, suggest that increasing the size allows for little cost saving. In a more recent European cross-country study, do not find convincing evidence for any consistent or systematic relationship between size and profitability. Likewise, Athanasoglou et al. 2008 show that the effect of bank size on profitability is not important. Standard errors in parentheses. * p < 0.1; ** p < 0.05; *** p < 0.01 Table 4 presents the estimations of Equation (4) using the OLS (Regression (7)), the FE (Regression (8)) and the GMM estimator (Regression (9)). This model results from the sum of Equations (2) and (3) (after substitution of Equation (2) into Equation (3)). As such, we expect the results stated previously to directly extend to this case. We focus our analysis on Regression (9) in Table 4 .
Z-Score
As expected, the coefficients of lagged ROA and CAR are positive and significant. However, the estimated coefficient of lagged results is higher than two, suggesting an explosive dynamics of the Z-score channeled through ROA. Nevertheless, the statistical significance of the coefficient is not strong. Moreover, Figure 1a ,b tends to suggest that the dynamics of the Z-score are mainly determined by the capital-to-asset ratio.
We focus the analysis on the effects of the Basel III liquidity regulations on the Z-score (Table 4 , Regression (9)). The numerators of both ratios, the LCR and NSFR, have a significant impact on the Z-score, though the denominators have a statistically insignificant effect. In particular, a one percent increase in the Ratio of Available Stable Funding (ASFR) to total assets and in the High Quality Liquid Assets Ratio (HQLAR) boost the Z-score by, respectively, 8.38 and 1.09 percent. These results can be traced back to the previously discussed estimations of ROA and CAR. Thus, the Z-scores of Luxembourg banks seem to be strongly driven by measures related to the time structure and stability of funding.
The estimated coefficients of the other bank's characteristics that we consider are all statistically insignificant. Finally, Regression (9) shows that the liquidity crisis dummy is statistically significant, while the sovereign debt crisis dummy is insignificant.
Thus, we conclude that the Basel III regulations are likely to improve the Z-score of banks and thereby induce lower rates of bank default. This historical econometric analysis suggests that the Basel III regulations would likely contribute to a more stable banking sector in the future. 
Robustness: Estimation of the System of Equations
The estimates in Table 4 provide us a valid benchmark for comparison with the results of the simultaneous estimation of the system composed by Equations (2)-(4). The outcome is presented in Table 5 . The first two columns contain the estimated parameters and their standard errors of the ROA equation, the next pair of columns those of the CAR equation and the last two columns the ones of the Z-score equation. As can be seen, the fifth column shows the definition of the Z-score equation parameters as a non-linear combinations of those from the ROA and CAR. The results of the comparison tests are shown in Table 6 . In the case of the ROA equation, the differences observed between the two alternative estimations are statistically significant for the lagged dependent variable and all of the other variables, except the coefficients of CAR, HQLAR (i.e., the numerator of the LCR), the change in the short-term interest rate and the cost-efficiency indicator. Similarly, the estimated parameters of the CAR equation are quite different with respect to the equation-by-equation results. Only the coefficients of the lagged dependent variable, the NOR (i.e., denominator of the LCR) and the size indicator are not significantly different. In the case of the Z-score equation, there are only two variables whose coefficients have not statistically-significant differences with respect to those of the equation-by-equation estimation strategy: the HQLA and the change in the short-term interest rate. We see these results as supportive for the equation-by-equation estimation strategy. In particular, the significant differences between the coefficients of the lagged dependent variables in both the ROA and Z-score models obtained through the alternative estimation strategies lead us to prefer the equation-by-equation approach. Indeed, the GMM instrument variable estimator is explicitly designed to deal with the dynamic-panel bias that affects our specification.
Simulation Results: When Banks Adhere to the Regulations
We now investigate what is likely to happen once banks actually adhere to the regulations. In the first step, we simulate, for each bank and each period, an optimal balance sheet requiring each bank to adhere to the three Basel III regulations. Banks minimize a loss function subject to the balance sheet, the leverage, LCR and NSFR constraints. The loss function is defined by the profits (multiplied by −1), and as we do not know the true costs of adjusting assets and liabilities, 21 we assume that banks face a vector of independently distributed adjustment cost factors (Lucas Jr 1967, Kopecky and VanHoose 2004) . We constrain the adjustment cost terms to be quadratic. 22 The result of this simulation exercise is given in Table 7 . We find that our simulation predicts that individual banks' assets increase, on average, by 19%. Furthermore, all new Basel III regulations have a higher mean. Finally, using the simulation outcome and based on our estimates of Equations (2) (Regression (3) of Table 2 ) and (4) (Regression (9) of Table 4), we predict for each bank and period a "simulated" ROA and Z-score. As in the econometric estimation, the following analysis considers the global financial crisis and the European debt crisis as exogenous shocks to Luxembourg's banking sector. Figure 2a ,b plots the median difference between the simulated and observed values of, respectively, ROA and the Z-score. Then, positive values indicate that the median bank would have improved its profitability and/or Z-score if it had been complying with Basel III. The dark blue line shows the median difference and the light blue ones the limits of a 90% confidence interval. As can be seen in Figure 2a Figure 2b shows that the evolution of the difference in the Z-score index reflects the ROA results. The difference in the Z-score index is significantly negative before the crisis, though the confidence interval is quite wide, and the upper limit evolves close to zero. After the global financial crisis episode, the difference tends to be not significantly different from zero with just a few quarters showing a positive gap. Indeed, the increases in the capital-to-asset ratio induced by compliance just compensate for the reduction of ROA induced by the impact of the global financial crisis.
Our results tend to support the view of the BCBS, which believes that the new Basel III regulations raise the resilience of banks in periods of potential financial distress. In other words, we expect the LCR, the NSFR and the leverage standards to significantly reduce the expected probabilities of default in Luxembourg's banking sector. It is worth noting that both the differences in ROA and the Z-score tend to increase during the period covering the global financial crisis and tend to decrease in 2011 during the deepening of the sovereign debt crisis. This suggests that Basel III regulations would tend to improve banks' resiliency more strongly in liquidity-type crisis periods than in financial crises arising from different underlying problems.
Of course, this result is subject to the Lucas critique. We assume that there is no qualitative change in banks' behavior once the Basel III regulations are imposed. This is, certainly, not an innocuous assumption. For example, Wagner 2007 shows that higher liquidity increases a bank's stability as the bank may liquidate assets more easily during a crisis period. However, Wagner 2007 also shows that these banks with higher liquidity are more likely to take on higher risks since the increased liquidity tends to make crises less costly for banks. He concludes that, overall, a banking sector's stability might actually decrease. Similar results are obtained with respect to capital regulations by Besanko and Kanatas 1996, Lam and Chen 1985 , as well as Gennotte and Pyle 1991. Clearly, our empirical study cannot take these second-round effects into account. Nevertheless, we would expect our results to hold as long as the mechanics underlying the return on average assets do not change too much as a consequence of Basel III.
Conclusions
In this article, we contribute to the recent discussion on the usefulness and effectiveness of the Basel III regulations by analyzing how the capital-to-assets ratio, the liquidity coverage ratio and the net stable funding ratio are likely to impact banks' distance-to-default. We used the Z-score index as the indicator of banks' distance-to-default. We have also studied the components of Z-score, namely ROA and CAR. This approach allows us to account for the endogenous relationship between banks' profitability and capitalization and then to provide an accurate picture of the potential benefits (i.e., reduced default risk) and costs (i.e., reduced profits) of the Basel III regulations for the Luxembourg case.
We focus on a unique panel dataset based on banks in Luxembourg covering the period 2003q2-2011q3. Our point of departure was the construction of historical series of the banks' positions with respect to the new Basel III regulations. We then empirically investigated whether historical positions of the LCR and the NSFR components affect banks' distance-to-default. We focused on the endogenous relationships between ROA, capital-to-assets ratio, the proxies of Basel III standards and other balance-sheet characteristics. For this, we resorted to a GMM type instrumental variables estimator. Our econometric results are robust and rather clear: all of the Basel III regulations that we investigate here will contribute to reducing the risk of default. Thus, we support the view of the BCBS that Basel III is likely to improve banks' resilience to outside shocks.
We used a numerical model of optimal bank behavior to estimate individual balance sheets for each point in time, constraining banks to adhere to the new regulations. This gives us estimates of the banks' balance sheets and positions with respect to the Basel III regulations, assuming that these regulations had previously been put in place. We use this simulated data to derive, based on our preferred econometric models, simulated ROA and Z-score series when banks adhere to the regulations. Based on this analysis, we predict that basically all banks would have seen a decrease in their expected defaults during liquidity-type crisis episodes if these banks had previously adhered to the regulations. Thus, we expect that the Basel III regulation will diminish the risk of bank defaults and improve the financial soundness of the banking sector. We also show that the benefits do not go without a cost as adhering to Basel III would have represented a burden of around 75 basic points on banks' ROA during the period before the global financial crisis.
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Abbreviations
The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:
Variable Description
ROA
Return-On-Assets (after tax results over total assets ratio) times 100 over sd(ROA). sd(ROA) SD of ROA calculated using an eight-period moving window. LEV Total assets-to-equity ratio. 
